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Abstract
The Tree Augmentation Problem (TAP) is a fundamental network design problem in which we are
given a tree and a set of additional edges, also called links. The task is to find a set of links, of minimum
size, whose addition to the tree leads to a 2-edge-connected graph. A long line of results on TAP culmi-
nated in the previously best known approximation guarantee of 1.5 achieved by a combinatorial approach
due to Kortsarz and Nutov [ACMTransactions on Algorithms 2016], and also by an SDP-based approach
by Cheriyan and Gao [Algorithmica 2017]. Moreover, an elegant LP-based (1.5+ ǫ)-approximation has
also been found very recently by Fiorini, Groß, Ko¨nemann, and Sanita´ [SODA 2018]. In this paper, we
show that an approximation factor below 1.5 can be achieved, by presenting a 1.458-approximation that
is based on several new techniques.
By extending prior results of Adjiashvili [SODA 2017], we first present a black-box reduction to
a very structured type of instance, which played a crucial role in recent development on the problem,
and which we call k-wide. Our main contribution is a new approximation algorithm for O(1)-wide tree
instances with approximation guarantee strictly below 1.458, based on one of their fundamental proper-
ties: wide trees naturally decompose into smaller subtrees with a constant number of leaves. Previous
approaches in similar settings rounded each subtree independently and simply combined the obtained
solutions. We show that additionally, when starting with a well-chosen LP, the combined solution can
be improved through a new “rewiring” technique, showing that one can replace some pairs of used links
by a single link. We can rephrase the rewiring problem as a stochastic version of a matching problem,
which may be of independent interest. By showing that large matchings can be obtained in this problem,
we obtain that a significant number of rewirings are possible, thus leading to an approximation factor
below 1.5.
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1 Introduction
In the Tree Augmentation Problem (TAP) we are given an undirected tree T = (V,E) and a set of links
L ⊆ (V2) between pairs of vertices. The task is to find a minimum cardinality set of links U ⊆ L such
that (V,E ∪U) is 2-edge-connected. A natural extension of TAP is its weighted version, the Weighted Tree
Augmentation Problem (WTAP), in which each link ℓ ∈ L has a nonnegative cost cℓ, and the task is to
choose a set of links U ⊆ L of minimum cost such that (V,E ∪ U) is 2-edge-connected.
TAP is a basic Survivable Network Design problem, i.e., a problem where our goal is to enhance the
connectivity properties of an input network in order to make it tolerant to edge faults. The motivation
behind studying such problems is clear: networks are not static, but evolve over time, and in particular
they are subject to faults that result in edges or whole sub-networks becoming unavailable. Therefore, it is
desirable that we design networks in such a way that the failure of a small number of network interfaces
does not disrupt its connectivity. Specifically, TAP poses one of the arguably most basic questions in this
context: given a network whose connectivity is disrupted even if a single link fails, how can we introduce
as few links as possible in such a way, that a single link failure will still result in a connected network? In
this sense, it is a special case of a much more general problem: given a k-edge-connected network, how can
we introduce new links such that the resulting network is (k + 1)-edge-connected? Interestingly enough,
whenever k is odd, this problem reduces to TAP (see Cheriyan, Jorda´n, and Ravi [5]).
Given the importance of the problem, it is not surprising that TAP,WTAP, and even special cases thereof
attracted considerable interest. To begin with, WTAP was shown to be NP-hard in the 80’s by Frederick-
son and Ja´ja´ [10], and also TAP was proven to be NP-hard later on (see Cheriyan, Jorda´n, and Ravi [5]).
Unsurprisingly, considerable effort has been put into designing approximation algorithms.
For WTAP, the best-known approximation guarantee is 2 and was first established by Frederickson and
Ja´ja´ [10]. Their algorithm was later simplified by Khuller and Thurimella [14]. A 2-approximation can also
be achieved by various other techniques developed later on, including a primal-dual technique by Goemans,
Goldberg, Plotkin, Shmoys, Tardos, and Williamson [11], and the iterative rounding technique by Jain [13].
For WTAP, improvements on the factor 2 have only been obtained for restricted cases, including bounded
diameter trees (see Cohen and Nutov [7]), and instances where the ratio∆ between the highest and smallest
cost is bounded by a constant (see Adjiashvili [1], and Fiorini, Groß, Ko¨nemann, and Sanita` [9]). Moreover,
very recently, Nutov [20] showed that even if ∆ = O(log n), where n is the number of vertices, the factor
of 2 can be beaten.
Regarding TAP, the first algorithm beating the approximation guarantee of 2 is due to Nagamochi [19],
achieving an approximation factor of 1.815 + ǫ. This factor was subsequently improved to 1.8 by Even,
Feldman, Kortsarz, and Nutov [8]. The best-known approximation guarantee is 1.5, first obtained by Ko-
rtsarz and Nutov [17]. These results are combinatorial in nature, displaying a contrast with the weighted
version of the problem, where the majority of the results come from LP-based algorithms. With respect
to dulling this contrast, Korsarz and Nutov [16] provided an LP-based 7/4-approximation algorithm (the
algorithm is combinatorial, but the analysis is LP-based). Moreover, Cheriyan and Gao [4] presented a
combinatorial 1.5-approximation, whose analysis is based on an SDP obtained through Lasserre’s hierarchy.
More recently, a (5/3 + ǫ)-approximation algorithm that is LP-based was given by Adjiashvili [1]. Fiorini,
Groß, Ko¨nemann, and Sanita` [9] were able to considerably strengthen Adjiashvili’s approach to obtain an
LP-based (1.5 + ǫ)-approximation by adding to Adjiashvili’s LP a strong family of additional constraints,
commonly known as {0, 12}-Chva´tal-Gomory constraints. Hence, up to an arbitrarily small constant ǫ > 0,
which impacts the running time, this algorithm also matches the best factor of 1.5 achieved by Kortsarz and
Nutov [17], and Cheriyan and Gao [4].
Interestingly, despite the recent LP-based and SDP-based progress, relaxations for TAP are still badly
understood. In particular, even the integrality gap of the most natural LP, known as the cut-LP, was only
very recently shown by Nutov [20] to be below 2 (namely at most 2 − 2/15), even though the best known
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lower bound is 1.5, which is due to an example of Cheriyan, Karloff, Khandekar, and Ko¨nemann [6]. Hence,
it is unknown whether the stronger LPs introduced in [1] and [9] are any stronger than the canonical cut-
LP. Moreover, the fact that 1.5-approximations (or 1.5 + ǫ, respectively) have now been obtained by three
independent approaches, one combinatorial [17], one SDP-based [4], and one LP-based [9], together with
the difficulty to obtain LPs or SDPs with an integrality gap strictly below 1.5 (even with a non-algorithmic
proof), has led to the question whether it is possible to obtain approximation factors strictly below 1.5 for
TAP (see, e.g., Ko¨nemann [15], for an example where this question was raised explicitly). In this paper, we
answer this question in the affirmative.
1.1 Our Results
Our main result is the first approximation algorithm beating the factor of 1.5 for TAP.
Theorem 1. There exists a 1.458-approximation algorithm for TAP.
A first step in our approach exploits key observations done by Adjiashvili [1] to reduce to a very struc-
tured TAP instance, which we call k-wide, and is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (k-wide instance, principal subtree). Let k ∈ Z≥1. We say that a tree T = (V,E) is k-wide, if
there exists a vertex r ∈ V , which we also call root, with the following property. Any subtree of T consisting
of r, one of its children u, and all descendants of u has at most k leaves; moreover, these subtrees are called
principal subtrees.
Starting with the work of Adjiashvili [1], several recently developed approaches [9, 20] can be inter-
preted as improving approximation factors and LP formulations for O(1)-wide TAP instances, and propa-
gating such improvements to general TAP instances. In a first step, we provide a black-box reduction of
general TAP to O(1)-wide TAP instances. In previous approaches based on Adjiashvili’s technique, there
remained some entanglement between improvements on approximating O(1)-wide TAP instances and the
propagation of these improvements to general TAP instances. Our statement below avoids such entangle-
ments and allows for a simpler presentation of our main technique.
Theorem 3. Let k ∈ Z≥1, α ≥ 1, and A be an algorithm that is an α-approximation for TAP on k-wide
instances. Then there is an (α+O(1/
√
k))-approximation algorithm for TAP, making a polynomial number
of calls to A and performing further operations that take time polynomially bounded in the input size. This
reduction also works for randomized algorithms, where the approximation guarantees hold in expectation.
Finally, our main contribution, which leads to Theorem 1 due to Theorem 3, is a new approximation
algorithm for O(1)-wide instances, whose existence is formally stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. There exists an approximation algorithm for O(1)-wide TAP instances with approximation
guarantee
√
34/4 < 1.458.
For simplicity, the above results are stated only for unweighted instances. However, both Theorem 3 and
Theorem 4 can be extended, in a weaker form, to WTAP instances where the ratio of the highest cost cmax
to the lowest cost cmin is bounded by ∆. These extensions, on which we expand in Appendix F, show that
we can beat the approximation factor of 1.5 even for such instances by a constant that depends on ∆.
1.2 Brief Discussion of Used Techniques
The black-box reduction presented by Theorem 3 can be obtained by a careful combination of known tech-
niques, including core reduction ideas by Adjiashvili [1] and the use of the ellipsoid algorithm on a well-
defined LP with a “partial” separation oracle based on an approximation algorithm for O(1)-wide instances.
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Ellipsoid-based techniques with such partial separation oracles have been employed successfully in prior
work, including in the context of facility location [3, 18, 2], and very recently, Nutov [20] presented an
elegant application of it by showing that a certain LP has integrality gap below 2 for weighted TAP with
bounded ratio between highest and lowest cost.
To show our main technical result, i.e., a
√
34
4 -approximation for O(1)-wide instances as claimed by
Theorem 4, we introduce a new technique to improve solutions, which we call rewiring. More precisely, a
common approach in algorithms to round solutions to relaxations of TAP is to split certain links into two
smaller ones that cover the same edges. This approach is particularly well-suited for O(1)-wide instances
where one can break the TAP problem into independent ones over the principal subtrees, each of which
only has O(1)-many leaves, by splitting all links that go over the root. We show that, when starting with
an appropriate LP, then after independently rounding the subtrees, one can further improve by identifying
pairs of links across different principal subtrees that can be replaced by a single link. We show that this
rewiring process can be reduced to a certain type of matching problem. We reduce the question of whether
one can make a substantial improvement through rewirings, to a question about the expected cardinality of
maximum matchings in a certain random graph, for which we can show that large matchings always exist in
expectation.
Outline of the Paper. Section 2 proves Theorem 4 by presenting our approximation algorithm for O(1)-
wide TAP instances. To better highlight our main ideas, we first present a randomized approximation algo-
rithm with an approximation factor of 1.465, and expand on the derandomization in Appendix D, and on the
better approximation factor stated in Theorem 4 in Appendix E. The black-box reduction to k-wide instances
is contained in Appendix B, modulo one technical result that closely follows a derivation by Adjiashvili [1].
Due to space constraints, we defer a formal proof of this result to the long version of the paper. Finally,
Appendix A contains some relatively standard but technical proofs that help us bound the approximation
ratio of our procedure for k-wide instances. Finally, Appendix F contains a discussion on how to extend our
results to weighted TAP instances with a bounded ratio between maximum and minimum link cost.
Basic Preliminaries. Consider a TAP instance (T,L) on a tree T = (V,E) with links L ⊆ (V2). For a link
ℓ ∈ L we denote by Pℓ ⊆ E the unique path between the endpoints of ℓ in T . Hence, TAP can be rephrased
as the following covering problem
min {|U | | U ⊆ L,E = ∪ℓ∈UPℓ} .
For an edge e ∈ E, we denote by cov(e) = {ℓ ∈ L | e ∈ Pℓ} the set of all links covering e. More generally,
for U ⊆ E, we denote by cov(U) = ∪e∈U cov(e) all links that cover at least one edge of U . The classical
cut-LP seeks to minimize x(L) :=
∑
ℓ∈L xℓ over all x in the polytope
ΠT :=
{
x ∈ [0, 1]L ∣∣ x(cov(e)) ≥ 1 ∀e ∈ E} .
Moreover, for an integer k ∈ Z≥1, we use the notation [k] := {1, . . . , k}.
2 Approximating k-Wide TAP
In this section, we prove Theorem 4 by presenting our approximation algorithm for TAP on k-wide instances.
We start in Section 2.1 by presenting a novel efficiently solvable LP relaxation for k-wide TAP instances.
In Section 2.2, we present a rounding algorithm for its solution, which is based on performing rewirings.
Interestingly, the number of rewirings can be lower bounded by the expected size of a matching on a par-
ticular type of random graph. In Section 2.3, we show that the latter expected size is large enough, hence
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implying our improved approximation factor as discussed in Section 2.4. Incidentally, this also shows that
our LP relaxation has an integrality gap below 1.5 for k-wide instances. This is the first LP relaxation which
is known to have this property.
Throughout this section, we assume that we are dealing with TAP instances (T,L) that are shadow-
complete. This means that for every link ℓ ∈ L, and any two vertices u, v on the path Pℓ, we have {u, v} ∈ L.
In this case we have P{u,v} ⊆ Pℓ, and {u, v} is called a shadow of ℓ. Clearly, one can assume without loss
of generality that a TAP instance is shadow-complete by introducing all shadows of links. This leads to an
equivalent problem because any solution using a shadow ℓ′ of an original link ℓ can be modified to another
solution by replacing ℓ′ by ℓ, without increasing the number of links in the solution.
Moreover, we will consider different rounding algorithms whose approximation guarantees depend on
the type of links involved. Given a k-wide TAP instance (T,L) with root r, we partition L into Lcross ∪ Lin,
where Lcross, called cross-links, are all the links whose endpoints are different from the root and are in
different principal subtrees. The remaining set Lin, called in-links, are all the links with both endpoints in
the same principal subtree. Moreover, Lup ⊆ Lin, called up-links, are all the in-links {u, v} ∈ Lin such that
one of the endpoints of {u, v}, say u, lies on the path from r to v. We sometimes also use the notions of
cross-links, in-links, and up-links with respect to some vertex r for instances that are not k-wide.
2.1 A New LP Relaxation for k-Wide TAP
Recall that the cut-LP has integrality gap at least 1.5 [6].1 We thus need to strengthen it to beat this factor. We
do this by adding two sets of constraints. We start with {0, 12}-Chva´tal-Gomory cuts, which were introduced
in the context of TAP by Fiorini et al. [9]. They are described by the following polytope:
ΠCGT =
{
x ∈ [0, 1]L
∣∣∣∣ x(π(S)) ≥ |δE(S)| + 12 ∀S ⊆ V with |δE(S)| odd
}
,
where δE(S) are all edges with precisely one endpoint in S, and π(S) is the multiset of links whose corre-
sponding paths intersect δE(S), where the multiplicity of any link ℓ is ⌈|Pℓ ∩ δE(S)|/2⌉. These constraints
imply the cut-LP constraints.2 Moreover, one can efficiently separate over ΠCGT (see [9]). A key property
of ΠCGT shown by Fiorini et al. [9], is that points in Π
CG
T can be rounded losslessly on a particular type of
instance, as summarized below.
Theorem 5 ([9]). Let (T,L) be a TAP instance, let x ∈ ΠCGT , and let r ∈ V . If every link ℓ ∈ supp(x) is
either (i) an uplink with respect to r, or (ii) a cross-link with respect to r, then one can losslessly round x,
i.e., a solution R ⊆ L to the TAP problem with |R| ≤ x(L) can be efficiently obtained. This even holds for
WTAP.
The above theorem leads to a natural rounding algorithm for a point x ∈ ΠCGT . This rounding procedure,
which was suggested in [9], works as follows when applied to the root of a k-wide TAP instance T = (V,E)
with links L. We first modify x to avoid the use of in-links that are not up-links, which will bring us to
the setting of Theorem 5. More precisely, for ℓ = {u, v} ∈ Lin \ Lup, let a ∈ V be the vertex closest
to the root among the vertices on the path Pℓ. Then one can modify x by increasing its value on {u, a}
and {v, a} by x(ℓ), and setting the value of x(ℓ) to 0. Doing this for all links in Lin \ Lup, a new point
y ∈ ΠCGT is obtained with support only on cross-links and up-links and such that y(Lcross) = x(Lcross) and
y(Lup) = 2x(Lin)− x(Lup). Finally, by applying Theorem 5 to y, one obtains the following.
1Notice, also for k-wide instances, the cut-LP can have an integrality gap arbitrarily close to 1.5 (for large enough k). This
follows by the fact that a principal subtree can be any TAP instance with at most k leaves. Hence, for large enough k, any
integrality gap instance is a k-wide TAP.
2The fact that the cut-LP constraint for any edge e ∈ T is implied by ΠCGT , and hence Π
CG
T ⊆ ΠT , follows by considering the
set S corresponding to the vertex set of one of the two connected components of T when removing the edge e.
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Corollary 6 ([9]). Given a point x ∈ ΠCGT , we can compute in polynomial time a solution A such that
|A| ≤ 2x(Lin)− x(Lup) + x(Lcross) .
On top of the Chva´tal-Gomory constraints, we introduce a second set of constraints that deviates from
prior work, but can be interpreted as a strengthening of so-called bundle constraints introduced in [1], which
were also used (with non-trivial technical adjustments) in [9, 20]. Bundle constraints make sure that when
restricting an LP solution to any subtree of T with a constant number of leaves, then the value of this
restricted LP solution is not lower than that of an optimal solution covering the same subtree. Being able
to losslessly round an LP solution on subtrees with k = O(1) leaves, by replacing the LP solution with an
integral solution of no higher cost, is of particular interest in the context of k-wide TAP instances due to the
following. One can first independently consider each principal subtrees of the k-wide instance and round it,
and then take the union of the links used in the solutions to the different principal subtrees. As first shown
in [1], this allows for obtaining a solution with at most x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross) links. By returning the better of
this solution and the one guaranteed by Corollary 6, a 1.5-approximation is obtained for k-wide instances.
Finally, by Theorem 3, this implies a (1.5 + ǫ)-approximation for any TAP instance. We highlight that this
is a nice example of how Theorem 3 allows for providing a more elegant description of existing techniques,
because we can restrict ourselves to k-wide instances.
We will provide techniques that improve on this rounding procedure. More precisely, our main goal now
is to introduce additional constraints such that if one rounds each principal subtree independently, then there
is a way to further improve the solution after we take the union of all rounded links. For this, we want to
be able to round each principal subtree in a well-structured way. More precisely, we first need to be able to
decompose the LP solution, when restricted to one principal subtree, into a convex combination of integral
solutions. Moreover, we want that the links used in solutions appearing in this convex combination do not
contain redundancies, which we formalize below through the notion of shadow-minimality for link families.
Definition 7. Consider a TAP instance (T,L). Two links ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ L are shadow-minimal if there exists
no shadow s of one link, say ℓ1, such that Pℓ1 ∪ Pℓ2 = Ps ∪ Pℓ2 . Moreover, a set of links L′ ⊆ L is
shadow-minimal if all links in L′ are pairwise shadow-minimal.
The following basic observation shows that requiring shadow-minimality is not restrictive. In other
words, there always exists an optimal solution that is shadow-minimal. This follows by the fact that, when-
ever we have a non-shadow-minimal solution, then some link can be shortened to one of its shadows without
destroying feasibility.
Observation 8. Given a TAP instance (T,L), and given some L1 ⊆ L, there exists a shadow-minimal set
of links L2 ⊆ L such that |L1| ≥ |L2|, and L2 covers the same edges as L1. Furthermore, L2 contains only
links from L1, or shadows thereof.
To describe our constraint set, which allows for rounding principal subtrees in a shadow-minimal way,
we present here a compact extended formulation for simplicity. It is also possible to achieve the same goal
via an exponential-size set of constraints (and no extra variables).
Fix a principal subtree Ti = (Vi, Ei), i ∈ [q]. Conceptually, one could introduce a binary decision
variable yS for any set S ⊆ cov(Ei) that covers all the edges of Ti and is shadow-minimal, and then enforce
the constraint of picking exactly one such set S for each Ti. Clearly, there are exponentially many such sets
S. We will show in the following that it suffices to focus on a polynomially small family of sets. Interestingly,
even though we use shadow-minimality primarily for the rounding procedure to be introduced later, it also
allows us to restrict the number of sets S we have to consider, thus obtaining a family of polynomial size.
To do so, we start by observing that shadow-minimal solutions of k-wide trees contain few cross-links:
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Lemma 9. Given a TAP instance (T,L), where T is a k-wide tree, consider a shadow-minimal set L′ ⊆ L.
Then, for each principal subtree Ti, L
′ contains at most k cross-links with an endpoint inside Ti.
Proof. Suppose towards contradiction that there exists a principal subtree Ti such that at least k + 1 cross-
links in L′ have an endpoint inside Ti. Since Ti contains at most k leaves, we have by the pigeonhole
principle that there is one leaf u such that the path from u to r in T contains the endpoints of at least two
cross-links, which contradicts the shadow-minimality of L′.
Let Λi ⊆ 2cov(Ei) be the family of all shadow-minimal subsets of all cross-links with one endpoint in
Vi. By Lemma 9, each set R ∈ Λi satisfies |R| ≤ k. Hence, Λi has polynomial size; more precisely,
|Λi| = O(|L|k). For each R ∈ Λi, let C(i, R) ⊆ L be a minimum cardinality set of links with both
endpoints in Vi that satisfies
(i) R ∪ C(i, R) is shadow-minimal, and
(ii) R ∪ C(i, R) covers Ei.
Notice that such a set C(i, R) can indeed be computed efficiently. The requirement that R ∪ C(i, R) cov-
ers Ei corresponds to C(i, R) being a TAP solution to the residual instance consisting of the tree Ti after
contracting the edges already covered by R. However, being a subtree of the k-wide tree Ti, this residual in-
stance has no more than k leaves, and TAP instances with constantly many leaves are known to be efficiently
solvable (see, e.g., [1, 20]). To guarantee shadow-minimality of R ∪ C(i, R), one can first only consider
links in the residual instance that do not lead to a violation of shadow-minimality with R, i.e., we delete in
the residual instance any link ℓ such that R ∪ {ℓ} is not shadow-minimal. Finally, any optimal solution to
the residual instance that does not use any link ℓ such that R ∪ {ℓ} is not shadow-minimal, can easily be
transformed into a shadow-minimal one by shortening links if necessary. Let LRi = R ∪ C(i, R).
Due to Observation 8 and Lemma 9, there is an optimal solution to the k-wide TAP instance we consider
that is of the form LR11 ∪ . . . ∪ LRqq , where Ri ∈ Λi for i ∈ [q]. Indeed, consider some shadow-minimal
optimal solution L∗; due to Observation 8, there exists at least one. Due to Lemma 9, we know L∗ contains
at most k cross-links with an endpoint inside any principal subtree Ti. Let L
∗
i be the cross-links of L
∗ that
have an endpoint in Ti; then
⋃q
i=1(L
∗
i ∪C(i, L∗i )) is an optimal solution of the desired form.
Our new LP constraints are based on this observation, and we have a variable λRi ≥ 0 for each principal
subtree Ti and each set R ⊆ Λi, where λRi = 1 is interpreted as including the links LRi in the solution. The
local convex decomposition constraints we introduce ensure that x and λ are consistent, and that we only
choose one set of links for each one of the q principal subtrees in T :
xℓ =
∑
R∈Λi:ℓ∈LRi
λRi , ∀i ∈ [q] ∀ℓ ∈ cov(Ei),
∑
R∈Λi
λRi = 1, ∀i ∈ [q],
λRi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ [q] ∀R ∈ Λi .
(1)
As discussed, there must be at least one x ∈ {0, 1}L that is the characteristic vector of an optimal
solution and is feasible for the above constraints. Hence, the above constraints can be interpreted as a
relaxation of the original TAP problem.
Finally, the feasible solutions of our LP consist of all tuples (x, λ), where x ∈ RL and λ has∑qi=1 |Λi|
many components, one for each i ∈ [q] andR ∈ Λi, such that x ∈ ΠCGT and (x, λ) satisfies (1). Moreover, we
minimize x(L) over this polytope. For brevity, we call this resulting LP, the k-wide-LP. One can efficiently
optimize over the k-wide-LP for any k = O(1), because there is an efficient separation oracle for ΠCGT , and
there are polynomially many additional constraints and variables described by (1).
We summarize that the key property we gain through our k-wide-LP compared to previous linear pro-
grams, is that any solution x to the k-wide-LP, when restricted to the links cov(Ei) for any i ∈ [q], can be
written as a convex combination of shadow-minimal link sets, each covering Ei.
2.2 The Rounding Algorithm
We next present our rounding algorithm based on rewirings. Let (x, λ) be an optimal fractional solution to
the k-wide-LP. We return the better of two solutions obtained by two different rounding procedures. The
first procedure is the one by Fiorini et al. [9], whose guarantee is stated in Corollary 6. The second rounding
algorithm deviates substantially from prior work, and is one of the main algorithmic contributions of this
paper. For simplicity, we first present a randomized version of our rounding algorithm, and discuss in
Appendix D how it can be derandomized.
Note that the links in x that cover the edges of each Ti are expressed as a convex combination of integral
solutions LRi . We will interpret the coefficients λ
R
i of this convex combination as a probability distribution
and sample from it, independently for each Ti. Let Li be the (random) local solution for each Ti, and we
start by considering ∪qi=1Li, which is clearly a feasible integral solution. Notice that each in-link ℓ has both
endpoints in one principal subtree Ti, and is contained in Li with probability xℓ (and not contained in any
other Lj). On the other hand, each cross-link ℓ has its endpoints in two different subtrees, say Ti and Tj ,
and is thus contained in each of Li and Lj with probability xℓ (and it is not contained in any other Lh). This
simple line of argumentation leads to the following guarantee.
E [| ∪qi=1 Li|] ≤ E
[
q∑
i=1
|Li|
]
= x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross) , (2)
which is the same guarantee that was also obtained by Adjiashvili [1] through a slightly different approach.
In order to improve on this, we introduce our rewiring process that will replace some pairs of cross-links
appearing in different principal subtrees by a single one. To do such a replacement, we introduce the notion
of active vertices, which will be potential endpoints of a new link that allows for removing two existing
ones.
Definition 10. Let u ∈ V , and let i ∈ [q] such that u ∈ Vi. Then u is called active if there exists a cross-link
ℓu ∈ Li ∩ Lcross that has u as one of its endpoints.
Notice that for an active vertex u, the corresponding link ℓu, as described in the definition, is unique; for
otherwise the links Li will not be shadow-minimal.
Our rewiring step is based on the following observation of how one can improve the solution ∪qi=1Li.
Whenever there are two active vertices u, v, say in subtrees Ti and Tj , respectively, such that {u, v} ∈ Lcross,
then we can replace both the cross-link ℓu in Li that has u as one of its endpoints and the cross-link ℓv in Lj
that has v as one of its endpoints, by the single cross link {u, v}. The following proposition formalizes this
operation for multiple pairs {u, v} forming a matchingM .
Proposition 11. LetM ⊆ Lcross be a matching between active vertices. Moreover, for each active vertex u,
which is part of some subtree Ti, let ℓu ∈ Li be the unique cross-link in Li with u as one of its endpoints,
and we denote by Li(M) the set of all ℓu ∈ Li for u ∈ Vi being an endpoint of some edge inM . Then
B :=
(
q⋃
i=1
(Li \ Li(M))
)
∪M
is a solution to the considered k-wide TAP instance.
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Proof. We check that all edges in each principal subtree are covered. Hence, let i ∈ [q], and consider an
edge e ∈ Ei. We recall that by construction, Li covers all edges Ei. If e is covered by a link in Li \ Li(M),
then it is clearly covered by the same link in B. Otherwise, if e is covered by a link ℓ ∈ Li(M), then there
is a cross-link inM that covers all edges within Ei that ℓ covered, including the edge e.
Notice that the cardinality of the solution B described in Proposition 11 can be bounded by
|B| ≤
(
q∑
i=1
|Li \ Li(M)|
)
+ |M | =
(
q∑
i=1
|Li|
)
− |M | , (3)
which leads to an improvement compared to (2) (after taking expectations). We call the process of replacing
a pair of links ℓu, ℓv with {u, v} ∈ Lcross by a single link {u, v} a rewiring. It may happen that ℓu and ℓv
are the same. Nevertheless, we still improve on the analysis presented in (2), which counts these links twice.
However, it is crucial that we do not try to improve on the analysis presented in (2) by only exploiting that
we improve if the same cross-link appears in two different Li. Such events can be very unlikely, and would
not be enough to improve on existing methods. Hence, we do need to do non-trivial rewirings.
Maximizing the number of rewirings h can be achieved by solving a matching problem over the graph
consisting of all active vertices, and whose edges are all cross-links between active vertices. However, it
turns out that we only need to consider rewirings on a subset of the active vertices, namely those of degree
different from 2. This is sufficient for our analysis and simplifies the exposition. Hence, let Vcrit ⊆ V \ {r}
be the set of all vertices, except for the root, with degree different from 2, and let A ⊆ Vcrit be the random
set corresponding to all active vertices in Vcrit. For brevity, we call the vertices in Vcrit critical vertices.
Moreover, we partition the cross-links Lcross into the links L
crit
cross with both endpoints being critical, and
the remaining links Lno-critcross . Hence, our rewiring procedure finds a maximum cardinality matching in the
graph (A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
), say with matching edges M ⊆ Lcross, and returns the solution B as described in
Proposition 11. We highlight that in our description so far, our rounding algorithm is randomized due to
the random choice of L1, . . . , Lq, which also leads to a random set A of active critical vertices. To make
sure that we can find a sufficiently large matching, it is crucial to observe that the distribution of A has the
following properties:
Pr[v ∈ A] =
∑
ℓ∈Lcritcross,v∈ℓ
xℓ ∀v ∈ Vcrit , and
Pr[u ∈ A and v ∈ A] = Pr[u ∈ A] · Pr[v ∈ A] ∀{u, v} ∈ Lcritcross ,
(4)
where the first property follows from the fact that the link sets Li are shadow-minimal, which implies that
there is at most one cross-link in Li that has v as its endpoint. Moreover, the second property follows from
the fact that if {u, v} ∈ Lcritcross, then u and v are in different principal subtrees, say Ti and Tj , respectively.
Indeed, the independence of {u ∈ A} and {v ∈ A} then follows by the independence of the distributions
of Li and Lj , which holds because we round each principal subtree independently. The following lemma
summarizes the key properties of the solution we obtain through our rounding algorithm based on rewiring.
For any graph G = (V,E), we denote by η(V,E) the cardinality of a maximum cardinality matching in G.
Lemma 12. Consider a k-wide TAP instance (T,L) and a solution (x, λ) to the k-wide-LP. There exists a
randomized algorithm that returns a solution B ⊆ L to the TAP instance (T,L), such that
E[|B|] ≤ x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross)− EA
[
η
(
A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
))]
,
where A is a random subset of Vcrit with a distribution satisfying (4).
Proof. The set A corresponds to the active vertices that are critical, which fulfill (4). Moreover,
E[|B|] ≤ E [∑qi=1 |Li|]− EA [η (A,Lcritcross ∩ (A2 ))] = x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross)− EA [η (A,Lcritcross ∩ (A2 ))] ,
where the inequality follows from (3) and the equality from (2).
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2.3 Lower Bounding the Matching Size
The next lemma shows that EA[η(A,L
crit
cross ∩
(
A
2
)
)] is large if x(Lcritcross) is so.
Lemma 13. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, let x ∈ RE≥0 such that for any v ∈ V we have
x(δ(v)) ≤ 1, and let A be a random subset of V with a distribution that satisfies:
(i) Pr[v ∈ A] = x(δ(v)) ∀v ∈ V , and
(ii) Pr[v ∈ A and u ∈ A] = Pr[u ∈ A] · Pr[v ∈ A] ∀{u, v} ∈ E.
Then there exists a matchingM ⊆ E in G such that E [|M ∩ (A2 )|] ≥ x(E)2/|V |.
Before we prove the lemma, observe thatM ∩ (A2 ) is clearly a matching in (A,E ∩ (A2 )), because M
is a matching. The above lemma thus implies that E
[
η
(
A,E ∩ (A2 ))] ≥ x(E)2/|V |.
Proof. We start by replacing x by a sparser point y. For this, consider the polytope
Q =
{
y ∈ RE≥0
∣∣ y(δ(v)) = x(δ(v)) ∀v ∈ V } ,
which is non-empty because x ∈ Q. Let y be any vertex of Q. We have | supp(y)| ≤ |V |, which follows by
the following standard sparsity argument:3 Any vertex y of Q is defined by |E|-many linearly independent
and tight constraints; however, Q has only |V | constraints that are not nonnegativity constraints, and there-
fore, at least |E| − |V | of the nonnegativity constraints must be tight at y, which implies | supp(y)| ≤ |V |.
We let the matching M ⊆ E be a matching obtained by the greedy algorithm for maximum weight
matchings with respect to the weights y. More formally, we order the edges E = {e1, . . . , em} such that
y(e1) ≥ . . . ≥ y(em). We start with M = ∅ and go through the edges in the order e1, . . . , em. When
considering ei, we set M = M ∪ {ei} ifM ∪ {ei} is a matching. We have the following (which holds for
any matchingM ):
E
[|M ∩ (A2 )|] = ∑
{u,v}∈M
x(δ(u)) · x(δ(v)) =
∑
{u,v}∈M
y(δ(u)) · y(δ(v)) , (5)
which is an immediate consequence of property (i) and (ii), and of y ∈ Q. Next, we show that the following
holds: ∑
{u,v}∈M
y(δ(u)) · y(δ(v)) ≥
∑
e∈E
y(e)2 . (6)
Note that when expanding the left-hand side of (6) by using y(δ(u)) =
∑
e∈δ(u) y(e) and y(δ(v)) =∑
e∈δ(v) y(e), we obtain a sum of terms of the form y(e) · y(f) for some pairs e, f ∈ E. For any
e = {u, v} ∈ M , the left-hand side of (6) has a term of the form y(e)2, due to the term y(δ(u)) · y(δ(v)).
Now consider any non-matching edge e = {u, v} ∈ E \M . Because e is a non-matching edge, and we
constructed M by the greedy algorithm, there is at least one endpoint of e, say u, such that there is an edge
f ∈ M incident with u that satisfies y(f) ≥ y(e). This implies that y(δ(u)) · y(δ(v)) contains a term
y(f) · y(e) ≥ y(e)2. Hence, for each e ∈ E, we identified a term on the left-hand side of (6) of value at
least y(e)2; moreover, all such terms on the left-hand side are different, which implies (6).
The statement of the lemma now follows by combining (5) together with (6) and the following inequality,
x(E)2 = y(E)2 ≤ | supp(y)| ·
∑
e∈E
y(e)2 ≤ |V | ·
∑
e∈E
y(e)2 ,
where the equality follows from y ∈ Q, the first inequality follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and
the second one by | supp(y)| ≤ |V |.
3Recall that the support supp(y) ⊆ E of y are all edges e ∈ E with y(e) > 0.
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Notice that the conclusion of the lemma is essentially optimal due to the following. Consider a graph
G = (V,E) that is a star with center c ∈ V , and let x ∈ RE≥0 be the vector with value 1/(|V | − 1) on each
edge. Moreover, let A be the random set of vertices such that with probability 1/(|V | − 1) we have A = V ,
and with probability (|V | − 2)/(|V | − 1) we have A = {c}. In this case, E[ν(A,E ∩ (A2 ))] = 1/(n− 1) and
x(E)2/|V | = 1/n. Clearly, the above example can also be extended to larger values of x(E) by considering
disjoint stars. We highlight that this does not exclude the possibility that, in the context we use the lemma,
stronger conclusions may be obtained through a different statement and analysis.
2.4 The Approximation Factor
We next upper bound the approximation factor of the considered rounding algorithm. For simplicity, and
due to space constraints, we present here a slightly weaker upper bound and defer to Appendix E the refined
analysis leading to the bound claimed in Theorem 4.
Consider an optimal fractional solution (x, λ) to the k-wide-LP, and let OPT∗ := x(L) be its value.
Let αcross ∈ [0, 1] be the fraction of OPT∗ due to x(Lcross), i.e., αcross = x(Lcross)/OPT∗, and define
similarly αcritcross, α
no-crit
cross , αin and αup w.r.t. L
crit
cross, L
no-crit
cross , Lin and Lup, respectively. Observe that αup ≤ αin,
αcritcross + α
no-crit
cross = αcross, and αcross + αin = 1.
Previously, we showed that our rewiring procedure is the stronger the larger x(Lcritcross) is. Observe that if
x(Lcross) is small enough, namely significantly less than x(L)/2, then the rounding guarantee of Lemma 12
already improves on the factor 1.5 even without any rewiring. Still it may happen that x(Lcross) is large and
x(Lcritcross) is small, which implies that x(L
no-crit
cross ) is large. The next lemma shows that in this case also x(Lup)
has to be large, which in turn implies that we get a stronger guarantee via Corollary 6.
Lemma 14. Given a k-wide TAP instance (T,L) and a solution (x, λ) to the k-wide-LP, we have x(Lup) ≥
x(Lno-critcross ), which is equivalent to αup ≥ αno-critcross .
Proof. Consider any link ℓ ∈ Lno-critcross , and let v be any one of its non-critical endpoints. Let Ti be the
principal subtree containing v, and, for any S ⊆ L, we denote by xS be vector x restricted on the coordinates
corresponding to S. From the design of the k-wide-LP, xcov(Ti) is a convex combination of shadow-minimal
link sets LRi , each covering Ti. In each such solution L
R
i that contains ℓ, there must exist another link ℓ
′
incident on v and covering the edge right below v. The link ℓ′ cannot be in Lcross or Lin \ Lup, because in
both cases shadow-minimality of {ℓ, ℓ′} would be contradicted, since one could shorten ℓ. Thus ℓ′ ∈ Lup.
We can thus conclude that ∑
ℓ∈Lup:v∈ℓ
xℓ ≥
∑
ℓ∈Lno-critcross :v∈ℓ
xℓ .
The claim follows by summing over all non-critical nodes v.
Lemma 15. There exists a randomized approximation algorithm for O(1)-wide TAP instances with approx-
imation guarantee 2(
√
3− 1) < 1.465.
Proof. Given a k-wide TAP instance (T,L) with k = O(1), and a solution (x, λ) to the k-wide-LP, from
Corollary 6 we know that we can round x to a solution A such that
|A|
OPT∗
≤ 2αin − αup + αcross = 2− αcross − αup , (7)
where the equality follows from αcross + αin = 1. Furthermore, from Lemma 12 we know that we can
randomly round (x, λ) to a solution B such that
E[|B|] ≤ x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross)− EA[η(A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
)] , (8)
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where A fulfills the conditions of Lemma 12. We proceed to upper bound E[|B|]/OPT∗. LetK be the total
number of leaves. Notice that |Vcrit| < 2K; for otherwise one would obtain that the average degree of T is
at least 2, which contradicts that any tree has average degree strictly below 2. For each leaf node v one must
have
∑
ℓ∈L:v∈ℓ xℓ ≥ 1 for the edge incident to v to be covered by the LP solution. Each link can contribute
at most twice to the previous sums, and links in Lup ∪ Lno-critcross at most once. Thus we can conclude that
2x(Lcross) + 2x(Lin)− x(Lup)− x(Lno-critcross ) = 2OPT∗ − x(Lup)− x(Lno-critcross ) ≥ K > |Vcrit|/2 . (9)
Therefore, by Lemma 13, the expected size of the matching satisfies
EA
[
η(A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
)
] ≥ x(Lcritcross)2|Vcrit| ≥
(αcritcrossOPT
∗)2
(4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross )OPT∗
=
(αcritcross)
2
(4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross )
OPT
∗ .
Combining the above with (8), we conclude that
E[|B|]
OPT∗
≤ αin + 2αcross − (αcross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross
= 1 + αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross
. (10)
Hence, by returning the better of the solutions A and B, we can upper bound the expected approximation
factor of the algorithm by the minimum of the right-hand sides of (7) and (10), i.e.,
1 + min
{
1− αcross − αup, αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross
}
.
To obtain our approximation guarantee we maximize this function over αup, αcross, α
crit
cross, α
no-crit
cross ∈ [0, 1]
subject to the constraints: (i) αup ≥ αno-critcross (by Lemma 14), (ii) αcross = αcritcross + αno-critcross (by definition),
and (iii) αup+αcross ≤ 1 (because αin+αcross = 1 and αup ≤ αin). In Appendix A (see Lemma 16), we show
via basic calculations that this maximum, achieved for αup = α
no-crit
cross = 0 and α
crit
cross = αcross = 4− 2
√
3, is
2 · (√3− 1) < 1.465.
A Omitted Proofs in the Determination of our Approximation Factor
In this section, we show a technical statement, stated as Lemma 16 below, about the maximizer of a function
used in Lemma 15, which completes the proof of Lemma 15.
Lemma 16. The maximum of
1 + min
{
1− αcross − αup, αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross
}
over αup, αcross, α
crit
cross, α
no-crit
cross ∈ [0, 1] subject to the constraints:
(i) αup ≥ αno-critcross ,
(ii) αcross = α
crit
cross + α
no-crit
cross , and
(iii) αup + αcross ≤ 1.
is achieved for αup = α
no-crit
cross = 0 and α
crit
cross = αcross = 4− 2
√
3, leading to a value of 2(
√
3− 1).
Proof. The function is non-increasing in αup, and we can hence set αup = α
no-crit
cross . Moreover, using α
crit
cross =
αcross − αno-critcross = αcross − αup, we have to maximize
f(αcross, αup) := 1 + min
{
1− αcross − αup, αcross − (αcross − αup)
2
4(1 − αup)
}
,
subject to the constraints
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(a) αup ≤ αcross (because αup = αno-critcross ≤ αcross due to (ii)), and
(b) αup + αcross ≤ 1 (due to (iii)).
Let f1(x, y) = 1 − x − y, f2(x, y) = x − (x−y)
2
4(1−y) and f(x, y) = min{f1(x, y), f2(x, y)}. Using this
notation, the maximization problem we consider is
max
0≤y≤x≤1−y
f(x, y) . (11)
LetD = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ 1−y} be the domain over which we maximize, and let (x∗, y∗) ∈ D be
a maximizer of (11). We first show that any such maximizer (x∗, y∗) must satisfy f1(x∗, y∗) = f2(x∗, y∗).
Indeed, if f1(x
∗, y∗) < f2(x∗, y∗), then (x∗, y∗) is a maximizer of max(x,y)∈Dmax f1(x, y). However,
the only maximizer of f1 over D is clearly x = y = 0, for which we have f1(0, 0) > f2(0, 0), which
contradicts f1(x
∗, y∗) < f2(x∗, y∗).
On the other hand, if f1(x
∗, y∗) > f2(x∗, y∗), then (x∗, y∗) is a maximizer of max(x,y)∈D f2(x, y).
Observe that ∂∂xf2(x, y) = 1 − 2x−2y4(1−y) is nonnegative for all (x, y) ∈ D, which follows directly from
the fact that (x, y) ∈ D implies y ≤ 12 . Therefore, if (x∗, y∗) is a maximizer of f2 over D, it holds that
y∗ = 1−x∗. Hence, f2(x∗, y∗) = x∗−(2x∗ − 1)2/4x∗ = 1−1/4x∗, which implies that (x∗, y∗) = (1, 0), which
is the unique maximizer of f2(x, y) over all points inD satisfying y = 1−x. However, this contradicts that
f1(x
∗, y∗) > f2(x∗, y∗).
Hence, any maximizer (x∗, y∗) of f(x, y) over D satisfies f1(x∗, y∗) = f2(x∗, y∗), as desired. We thus
only need to consider points (x, y) ∈ D satisfying f1(x, y) = f2(x, y), when seeking a maximizer of (11).
By expanding f1(x, y) = f2(x, y), we get
−x2 − 6xy + 8x− 5y2 + 8y − 4 = 0 .
Solving the above equation for x gives
x ∈
{
4− 3y − 2
√
(3− y)(1− y) , 4− 3y + 2
√
(3− y)(1 − y)
}
.
Because x ≤ 1 and y ≤ 1/2, we must have
x = 4− 3y − 2
√
(3− y)(1− y) . (12)
By substituting x using the above equation, we obtain
f1(x, y) = f2(x, y) = 2y + 2
√
(3− y) (1− y)− 3 =: h(y) .
Finally, observing that the derivative of h with respect to y, which is given by
dh(y)
dy
=
2y − 4√
(3− y)(1 − y) + 2 ,
is non-positive for y ∈ [0, 1/2], we have that h(y) is maximized for y∗ = 0. By (12), this leads to x∗ =
4 − 2√3. Because these values for x∗ and y∗ satisfy (x∗, y∗) ∈ D, they are indeed a maximizer for (11),
with resulting value f1(x
∗, y∗) = f2(x∗, y∗) = 2(
√
3− 1), as desired.
B Reduction to k-Wide Instances
In this section, we show Theorem 3, i.e., that general TAP instances can be reduced to O(1)-wide ones by
losing only a small constant in the approximation guarantee. Let k ∈ Z≥1, and let A be an algorithm that is
an α-approximation for TAP on k-wide instances.
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A key ingredient in our reduction is the classical cut-LP for TAP, which, we recall, is given by
min {x(L) | x ∈ ΠT } .
To reduce general TAP to O(1)-wide TAP, we start with the above cut-LP, and then use the ellipsoid method
to strengthen the LP through cutting planes that we generate by using the algorithm A on well-chosen sub-
problems that are O(1)-wide. To better illustrate the idea of our approach, we first state a reduction result
that can be derived by using techniques introduced by Adjiashvili [1], and which we crucially exploit later
on. In short, the result shows that the problem of finding a good rounding algorithm for the cut-LP can be
reduced to finding a good rounding algorithm for O(1)-wide instances.
In the lemma below, a partition of T = (V,E) into subtrees T1 = (V1, E1), . . . , Tq = (Vq, Eq) means
that T1, . . . , Tq are connected subgraphs of T (hence trees), and {E1, . . . , Eq} partitions E. Moreover, the
notation Ti/Hi, where Hi ⊆ Ei is a subset of the edges of Ti, denotes the graph obtained from Gi by
contracting Hi.
Lemma 17. Let k ∈ Z≥1, let (T,L) be a TAP instance, and let x ∈ ΠT . Then one can efficiently partition
T into subtrees Ti = (Vi, Ei) for i ∈ [q] and find Hi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q] such that:
(i) For i ∈ [q], Ti/Hi is k-wide.
(ii) One can efficiently get a link setM ⊆ L with |M | = O(1/√k) · x(L) that covers all edges of ∪qi=1Hi.
(iii)
∑q
i=1 x(cov(Ei)) = (1 +O(
1/
√
k)) · x(L).
Moreover, one can choose the edge sets Hi for i ∈ [q] to form subtrees, and in the k-wide trees Ti/Hi, the
contracted node that corresponds toHi can be chosen as the root.
The above lemma follows quite directly from techniques introduced by Adjiashvili [1], with some
smaller changes. Still, for completeness, we provide a formal proof of it in Appendix C. In what follows, we
do not strictly need the fact that theHi can be chosen to form trees. Still, we want to highlight this additional
property, which can lead to considerable simplifications when designing reductions to wide instances that
do not rely on the ellipsoid method. In particular, one could use our Lemma 17 in Adjiashvili’s approach [1],
and avoid most technicalities involving so-called compound nodes.
Notice that Lemma 17 indeed implies that a solution x ∈ ΠT to the cut-LP for a TAP instance can be
broken down into solutions to the cut-LPs of independent k-wide TAP instances, by increasing the objective
value by a factor 1+O(1/
√
k). To see this, consider the problem of finding a smallest set of links that covers
only the edges Ei for some i ∈ [q], where Tj = (Vj , Ej) for j ∈ [q] are the subtrees as stated in Lemma 17.
This problem can be interpreted as a TAP instance on the subtree Ti = (Vi, Ei), by interpreting each link
ℓ ∈ L as a link that covers Pℓ ∩ Ei. Hence, the vector xi obtained from x by setting to 0 all coordinates
corresponding to links in L \ cov(Ei), is a cut-LP solution for the TAP instance on Ti. Moreover, the total
cost of these cut-LP solutions is
q∑
i=1
xi(L) =
q∑
i=1
x(cov(Ei)) = (1 +O(1/
√
k)) · x(L) ,
where the last equality follows by point (iii) of Lemma 17, and is hence only by a factor 1 +O(1/
√
k) larger
than the LP cost of x. Finally, by Lemma 17 (ii) we can cover all edges in ∪qi=1Hi at small cost. Thus, for
each i ∈ [q], it remains to cover the edges Ei \Hi, which, after contracting Hi which we already covered,
reduces to a k-wide TAP instance on Ti/Hi by point (i) of Lemma 17.
The above outline, and additional details provided in the proof of Lemma 17, highlights how one can try
to reduce LP-based approaches to wide instances. In particular, it shows that if O(1)-wide TAP instances
have small integrality gap with respect to the cut-LP, then the cut-LP has a small integrality gap for any
instance. A similar reduction approach was key in some recent progress on TAP, and also WTAP with a
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bounded ratio between maximal and minimal cost [1, 9]. Even though such reductions have a certain ver-
satility, so far, they only have been carried out for specific linear programs. For example, Adjiashvili [1]
extended the cut-LP with “bundle”-constraints, and Fiorini et al. [9] additionally added {0, 1/2}-Chva´tal-
Gomory-constraints. In both cases the authors had to show that key properties are preserved by the decom-
position. In the following, we show how, based on the decomposition guaranteed by Lemma 17, one can
reduce TAP instances to O(1)-wide ones without assuming a particular LP-based approach.
To obtain a black-box reduction, we show that the following holds. Given an α-approximation algorithm
for k-wide TAP instances, one can efficiently compute a point x ∈ ΠT and an α-approximation for each k-
wide tree in the decomposition obtained by Lemma 17. This result is formalized in the following statement.
Lemma 18. Let k ∈ Z≥1. Given an α-approximation algorithm A for TAP on k-wide instances, one can,
for any TAP instance (T,L), efficiently compute:
(i) A point x ∈ ΠT satisfying x(L) ≤ ν∗, where ν∗ is the optimal value of (T,L),
(ii) a partition Ti = (Vi, Ei) with Hi ⊆ Ei ∀i ∈ [q] of T w.r.t. x as described by Lemma 17, and
(iii) for i ∈ [q], a link set Li ⊆ L covering Ei \Hi and satisfying |Li| ≤ α · x(cov(Ei \Hi)).
We first observe that Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of the above lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3. Because the partition Ti = (Vi, Ei) andHi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q] of T satisfy the conditions
of Lemma 17, we can efficiently obtain a set of linksM ⊆ L by Lemma 17 such that |M | = O(1/√k) ·x(L)
and M covers all edges of ∪qi=1Hi. We return the solution Q := M ∪
⋃q
i=1 Li. Q is clearly a solution to
the TAP instance (T,L). It remains to show that its approximation guarantee is α+O(1/
√
k), which follows
due to ∣∣∣∣∣M ∪
q⋃
i=1
Li
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ |M |+
q∑
i=1
|Li|
≤ O
(
1√
k
)
· x(L) + α ·
q∑
i=1
x(cov(Ei \Hi))
≤ O
(
1√
k
)
· x(L) + α ·
(
1 +O
(
1√
k
))
· x(L)
=
(
α+O
(
1√
k
))
· x(L)
=
(
α+O
(
1√
k
))
· ν∗ ,
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 17 (ii) and Lemma 18 (iii), the third inequality follows
from Lemma 17 (iii), and the last equation from Lemma 18 (i).
It remains to show Lemma 18. To this end, let (T,L) be a TAP instance on a tree T = (V,E) with links
L ⊆ (V2). Consider the following polytope, parameterized by a value ν ∈ Z≥0 and k ∈ Z≥1, and where we
denote by OPT(S), for any edge set S ⊆ E, the minimum number of links needed to cover all edges of S.
ΠT (ν, k) :=
{
x ∈ ΠT
∣∣∣∣ x(cov(U \H)) ≥ OPT(U \H) ∀U ⊆ E,H ⊆ U s.t. (V,U)/H is k-wide,x(L) ≤ ν
}
To clarify, stating that (V,U)/H is k-wide in the first set of constraints, implies that U ⊆ E and H ⊆ U
must be such that (V,U)/H is a tree (that is k-wide).
In words, ΠT (ν, k) describes all cut-LP solutions of value at most ν with the additional requirement that
on any k-wide sub-instance (V,U)/H defined by edge sets H ⊆ U ⊆ E, the x-value of the links covering
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edges in (V,U)/H is no lower than the optimal value for this sub-instance. Notice that if ν∗ ∈ Z≥0 is
the optimal value of the original instance, then ΠT (ν
∗, k) contains the characteristic vector of an optimal
solution, and is thus indeed a relaxation of the considered TAP problem. Note that we can easily “guess”
the optimal value ν∗, because it lies within {0, . . . , |L|}, and thus assume that ν∗ is known.4
Using Lemma 17, it is not hard to see that the integrality gap of the linear program min{x(L) | x ∈
ΠT (ν
∗, k)} is bounded by 1 + O(1/√k). 5 However, optimizing (or separating) over ΠT (ν∗, k) is diffi-
cult. We therefore use a partial separation oracle that correctly never separates a point y ∈ RL that is in
ΠT (ν
∗, k), but may sometimes not separate points y ∈ RL that are not in ΠT (ν∗, k). The partial separation
oracle for a point y ∈ RL, and an arbitrary value ν ∈ Z≥0, is described by Algorithm 1.
For simplicity, our description is given for A being a deterministic α-approximation algorithm for k-
wide instances. The extension to randomized algorithms A can be done with standard techniques. More
precisely, if A is a randomized procedure, one can, for any constant δ > 0, obtain a (α+ δ)-approximation
with high probability in polynomial time, by doing multiple runs of A on the same instance and returning
the best outcome.6 Hence, because we focus on polynomial-time procedures, we can assume that with high
probability, A returns a (α+ δ)-approximation whenever it is called in the following.
Algorithm 1: Partial separation oracle for ΠT (ν, k)
1. If y(L) > ν, return the separating hyperplane x(L) ≤ ν.
2. If y 6∈ ΠT , return a separating hyperplane that separates y from ΠT .
3. Decompose T into Ti = (Vi, Ei) for i ∈ [q] and find sets Hi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q] by using Lemma 17
with x = y and parameter k. For each i ∈ [q], use A to obtain an α-approximation to the k-wide
TAP instance Ti/Hi; let Li ⊆ L be the obtained solution. If y(cov(Ei \Hi)) < ⌈|Li|/α⌉ for some
i ∈ [q], then return the separating hyperplane x(cov(Ei \Hi)) ≥ ⌈|Li|/α⌉.
Notice that whenever Algorithm 1 returns a separating hyperplane for some point y ∈ RL, then this
is indeed a valid one. This is clear for the first two steps of the algorithm. Moreover, if step 3 returns
a hyperplane x(cov(Ei \ Hi)) ≥ ⌈|Li|/α⌉, then this hyperplane indeed separates y over ΠT (ν, k) because
|Li| ≤ α ·OPT(Ei \Hi), as Li is an α-approximate solution for the TAP problem on Ti, and OPT(Ei \Hi)
is integer. Thus, ⌈|Li|/α⌉ ≤ OPT(Ei \Hi).
We now show that a point x ∈ ΠT , and links Li ⊆ L for i ∈ [q] as guaranteed by Lemma 18, can be
obtained efficiently by using any version of the ellipsoid method that efficiently returns a point in ΠT (ν
∗, k);
however we run the ellipsoid method with the partial separation oracle given by Algorithm 1 instead of a
true separation oracle.
Proof of Lemma 18. As mentioned, we could guess the optimal value ν∗ of the TAP problem, because
4As we will discuss later, we can also use a binary search technique to get an approximation of ν∗ that is good enough for us.
This speeds up the procedure, which is interesting when extending our reduction to weighted instances with small cmax/cmin.
5Indeed, we can apply Lemma 17 to an optimal solution y to min{x(L) | x ∈ ΠT (ν
∗, k)}, because ΠT (ν
∗, k) ⊆ ΠT . This
allows for partitioning T into subtrees Ti = (Vi, Ei) for i ∈ [q] withHi ⊆ Ei that satisfy the conditions of Lemma 17 with respect
to y. Point (ii) of the lemma shows that covering all edges ∪qi=1Hi can be done with at most O(
1/
√
k) · y(L) links. Moreover,
Lemma 17 (iii) shows that if, for each i ∈ [q], the edge set Ei \Hi can be covered by at most y(cov(Ei)) links, then the obtained
solution uses at most (1 +O(1/
√
k))y(L) links, thus leading to an integrality gap of 1 +O(1/
√
k). This is indeed possible because
ΠT (ν
∗, k) contains constraints that guarantee that Ei \ Hi can be covered by at most y(cov(Ei \ Hi)) ≤ y(cov(Ei)) links, as
long as (V,Ei) \Hi is k-wide, which holds due to Lemma 17 (i).
6Notice that a usual application of Markov’s inequality would guarantee that we obtain a (1 + O(δ)) · α-approximation with
high probability. However, because we can assume α ≤ 2, as 2-approximations are well-known even for WTAP, this implies that
we can obtain an (α+ δ)-approximation.
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ν∗ ∈ {0, . . . , |L|}. However, we will instead use a binary search technique that only leads to an additional
multiplicative factor of log |L| in the running time (instead of |L|). This is useful in our discussion of how
our reduction can be extended to some weighted instances.
Consider a fixed ν ∈ {0, . . . , |L|}. We run a classical ellipsoid type method to determine a point in
ΠT (ν, k), if ΠT (ν, k) is non-empty. If we had a true (instead of a partial) separation oracle for ΠT (ν, k),
then this could be done with a polynomial number of oracle calls and further operations taking polynomial
time in the encoding lengths of the constraints. Notice that the constraints defining ΠT (ν, k) have small
encoding length because all left-hand sides are 0/1-vectors, and the right-hand sides are integers within
{0, . . . , |L|}. (We refer the interested reader to the excellent book of Gro¨tschel, Lova´sz, and Schrijver [12]
for details on the ellipsoid method.) This implies that, assuming ΠT (ν, k) 6= ∅, if we run the ellipsoid
method to find a point in ΠT (ν, k) with the partial separation oracle, then one of the following happens:
(i) The partial separation oracle will throughout the ellipsoid method always return a separating hyper-
plane whenever it is called for a point y 6∈ ΠT (ν, k). In this case, we get a point x ∈ ΠT (ν, k) in
polynomial time as desired.
(ii) At some point during the ellipsoid method, the separation oracle will be invoked with a point y ∈ RL
for which no separating hyperplane is found.
By employing binary search on ν ∈ {0, . . . , |L|}, we find a value ν¯ ∈ {0, . . . , |L|} such that running the
above-described ellipsoid method with partial separation oracle onΠT (ν¯−1, k) returns that ΠT (ν¯−1, k) =
∅; however, for ΠT (ν¯, k) it returns that the polytope is not empty. Such a ν¯ can clearly be found through
binary search over {0, . . . , |L|} by O(log |L|) calls of the ellipsoid method with partial separation oracle.
Also notice that ν¯ ≤ ν∗, because the partial separation oracle is “weaker” than a true separation oracle, i.e.,
whenever it separates a point y ∈ RL, then y 6∈ ΠT (ν, k); however, sometimes points not in ΠT (ν, k) do not
get separated.
Consider the run of the ellipsoid method with partial separation oracle on ΠT (ν¯, k). If (i) happens, then
we get a point x ∈ ΠT (ν¯, k) and a corresponding partition of T into Ti = (Vi, Ei) for i ∈ [q] and Hi ⊆ Ei
for i ∈ [q], as stated in Lemma 17. Running for i ∈ [q] the α-approximation A on the k-wide instance
T [Ei]/Hi, a link set Li ⊆ L is obtained such that
|Li| ≤ α ·OPT(Ei \Hi) ≤ α · x(cov(Ei \Hi)) ,
where the second inequality follows from x ∈ ΠT (ν¯, k). Hence, the point x together with the partition of T ,
and the links Li for i ∈ [q] fulfill the conditions of Lemma 18 as desired.
Now assume that (ii) occurs, and let x ∈ RL be a point for which the ellipsoid method called the partial
separation oracle, and no separating hyperplane was returned for x. The partial separation oracle computed
a partition of T into Ti = (Vi, Ei)with setsHi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q] using Lemma 17. Moreover, for each i ∈ [q],
a link set Li ⊆ L was determined that satisfies x(cov(Ei \ Hi)) ≥ ⌈|Li|/α⌉, because x was not separated
by step 3 of the partial separation procedure. Hence, for each i ∈ [q], we have |Li| ≤ α · x(cov(Ei \Hi)).
Again, the point x together with the partition of T and the links Li for i ∈ [q] satisfy the conditions of
Lemma 18.
C Decomposing Into k-Wide Trees
In this section, we show Lemma 17. As already mentioned, this statement follows quite directly from
techniques introduced by Adjiashvili [1], with some smaller changes. Still, for completeness, we provide a
formal proof of the lemma in this section, by closely following Adjiashvili’s approach.
We are given a TAP instance (T,L) and a vector x ∈ ΠT , and our goal is to construct a decomposition
into q subtrees D = {T1, . . . , Tq} fulfilling the conditions of Lemma 17. As in [1], to construct D, we rely
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on the concept of γ-light edges, which we introduce next. For a given TAP instance (T = (V,E), L) and
edge e = {u, v} ∈ E, let T (e, u) be the subtree of T that is obtained by removing e and considering the
obtained connected component containing u. Let ET (e, u) be the corresponding set of edges. We proceed
to define γ-light edges, which are edges on which the instance can be split by only incurring a small increase
in cost. In words, γ-light edges with respect to some point x ∈ Πx are edges e such that the x-value of links
covering e is small compared to the x-value of links on each of the two connected components of the tree
when removing e. Because we need this notion also for subtrees, we define it with respect to any subtree Ti
of T .
Definition 19. Let (T,L) be a TAP instance, let x ∈ ΠT , and let γ > 0. Given a subtree Ti of T , an edge
e = {u, v} of Ti is called γ-light in Ti if
x(cov(e)) ≤ γ ·min {x(cov(ETi(e, u)) \ cov(e)), x(cov(ETi(e, v)) \ cov(e))} . (13)
Analogous to Adjiashvili’s approach, the decomposition D will be constructed by applying a splitting
operation iteratively. We originally set D to {T}. First, we define what a splitting operation consists of:
Definition 20. Given a γ-light edge e = {u, v} in any Ti ∈ D, a split consists of the following steps:
(i) Remove Ti from D.
(ii) Let T u be the maximal subtree of Ti that contains vertex v, and none of v’s neighbors except for u.
Conversely, let T v be the maximal subtree of Ti that contains v and all of v’s neighbors, except for u.
Insert T u and T v into D.
Next, we have to specify which light edge we will choose to split at any given iteration. To simplify our
analysis, we want to choose light edges that produce one subtree with no light edges. We have the following
observation:
Observation 21. Given a TAP instance (T,L) and x ∈ ΠT , if we can split some subtree T ′ of T into T 1
and T 2 and some edge e is γ-light in T 1, then e is light in T ′ as well.
This observation immediately follows from the fact that for any subtree T 1 of T and any edge e = {u, v}
that is part of T 1, we have ET 1(e, u) ⊆ ET (e, u). The above observation produces the following corollary,
regarding the existence of good splits:
Corollary 22. Given a TAP instance (T,L) and a vector x ∈ ΠT , if there exists a γ-light edge in subtree Q
of T then there exists a γ-light edge {u, v} in Q such that splitting Q into Qu and Qv implies that at least
one of Qu and Qv contain no γ-light edges.
We call a a subtree with no light edges an unsplittable component (or simply unsplittable), and an edge
{u, v} as described in the above corollary is called Q-critical.
Remember that originally D = {T}. The decomposition process to construct D is now straightforward:
while there exists a γ-light edge in some Ti ∈ D, choose a Ti-critical γ-light edge e, and split Ti at e.
For convenience, we will index the subtrees in D in the order by which they were introduced in D,
with T1 being the first one introduced and Tq the last one. (To be precise, the last splitting step created two
subtrees that are contained inD; it does not matter which one of the two is the last one in the numbering and
which one the second-to-last one.) For 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1, let ei be the edge that was split in order to introduce
Ti into D. We now show that D = {T1, . . . , Tq} obtained by successive splitting at γ-light edges, where
γ = 1√
k
with k being the parameter in Lemma 17, satisfies the conditions of of Lemma 17, for well-chosen
Hi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q].
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Proof of Lemma 17. We start by proving that the trees Ti = (Vi, Ei) in the decompositionD satisfy point (iii)
of Lemma 17. Because the trees Ti for i ∈ [q] do not share any edges, we have
q∑
i=1
x
(
L ∩ ( Vi2 )) ≤ x(L) . (14)
Furthermore, observe that
q∑
i=1
x(cov(Ei)) =
q∑
i=1
x
(
L ∩ ( Vi2 ))+ 2
q−1∑
i=1
x(cov(ei)) . (15)
To see this, consider the split-tree S, that contains a vertex sTi for each subtree Ti ∈ D, and an edge
{sTi , sTj} if Ti and Tj share a vertex (remember that different subtrees in D will share some vertices, but
no edges). Now, root S at vertex sTq , and turn S into a directed graph by directing all the edges away from
the root. The key observation is that, for any Ti ∈ D \ {Tq},
x(cov(Ei)) ≤ x
(
L ∩ ( Vi2 ))+ x(cov(ei)) + ∑
(sTi ,sTj )∈δ+S (sTi )
x(cov(ej)) ,
while for Tq we have
x(cov(Eq)) ≤ x(L ∩
(
V q
2
)
) +
∑
(sTq ,sTj )∈δ
+
S
(sTq )
x(cov(ej)) .
Summing up x(cov(Ei)) over all i ∈ [q], we get (15). Now, from (14) and (15), we conclude that in order
to prove (iii), it suffices to show
q−1∑
i=1
x (cov(ei)) = O
(
1√
k
)
· x(L) .
To do so, observe that, for any i ∈ [q − 1], due to the decomposition process we have
x(cov(ei)) ≤ γ · x(cov(Ei) \ cov(ei)) , (16)
and moreover
q−1∑
i=1
x(cov(Ei) \ cov(ei)) ≤ x(L) , (17)
because for any i, j ∈ [q] with i 6= j, we have (cov(Ei) \ cov(ei)) ∩ (cov(Ej) \ cov(ej)) = ∅. Indeed, any
link ℓ ∈ cov(Ei) ∩ cov(Ej) must be in either cov(ei) or cov(ej), because by removing ei and ej from T ,
the two edge sets Ei and Ej are in different connected components. Finally, from (16) and (17) we obtain
point (iii) of Lemma 17:
q−1∑
i=1
x(cov(ei)) ≤ γ · x(L) = 1√
k
· x(L) . (18)
To show points (i) and (ii) of Lemma 17, we first have to define the sets Hi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q]. For this
we use a variation of an idea by Adjiashvili [1], based on heavy edges.
We start by observing that for each tree Ti = (Vi, Ei), where i ∈ [q], there is a vertex ri ∈ Vi such that
x (cov(ETi(e, w)) \ cov(e)) ≤ x (cov(ETi(e, ri)) \ cov(e)) ∀e = {ri, w} ∈ Ei . (19)
To see why such a vertex ri exists, orient the edges {u, v} ∈ Ei of Ti as follows:
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• if x(cov(ETi(e, u)) \ cov(e)) ≤ x(cov(ETi(e, v)) \ cov(e)), orient {u, v} from u to v,
• otherwise, orient {u, v} from v to u.
To obtain (19), ri can be chosen to be any vertex with only outgoing edges, which always exists in a directed
tree. Notice that (19) implies the following
x (cov(ETi(e, v)) \ cov(e)) ≤x (cov(ETi(e, u)) \ cov(e))
∀e = {u, v} ∈ Ei with u being on unique s-v path in Ti.
(20)
The set Hi will only contain so-called ζ-heavy edges, for ζ =
√
k/4, which are edges e ∈ Ei satisfying
x(cov(e)) ≥ ζ . Let Ui ⊆ Ei be all ζ-heavy edges of Ti. Then Hi ⊆ Ui is chosen to be all edges in
the connected component of (Vi, Ui) that contains ri; Moreover, we denote by Wi ⊆ Vi all vertices of the
connected component of (Vi, Ui) that contains ri.
To see why point (i) of Lemma 17 holds for the trees Ti = (Vi, Ei) and setsHi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q], consider
the principal subtrees of Ti/Hi obtained by using as root the vertex that corresponds to the contraction of
Hi. For each such principal subtree, there is an edge e = {u, v} with u ∈Wi and v ∈ Vi \Wi such that the
vertices of the principal subtree consist of u and all vertices in the connected component of (Vi, Ei \ {e})
that contains v. We denote by Tv this principal subtree.
Observe that e = {u, v} is not γ-light (for otherwise, we would have split on that edge), and e is by
definition not ζ-heavy. This implies
x (cov(ETi(e, v)) \ cov(e)) ≤
1
γ
· x(cov(e)) ≤ ζ
γ
=
k
4
,
where the first inequality follows from (20) and e not being γ-light, and the second one from the fact that
{u, v} is not ζ-heavy. This in turn implies
x(cov(ETi(e, v))) ≤ x(cov(ETi(e, v) \ cov(e)) + x(cov(e)) ≤
k
4
+ ζ ≤ k
2
. (21)
Because every leaf of Tv must be (fractionally) covered by x, and any link can cover at most two leaves of
Tv, we have that the number of leaves of Tv is at most
2 · x (cov(ETi(e, v))) ≤ 2 ·
k
2
= k ,
where the inequality follows from (21). This shows point (i) of Lemma 17.
Finally, observe that 1/ζ ·x (fractionally) covers each ζ-heavy edge at least once. Therefore, by applying
a 2-factor rounding algorithm to the vector induced by 1/ζ ·x, when we restrict ourselves to the TAP instance
induced by the edges ∪qi=1Hi, we get a set of links M ⊆ L covering ∪qi=1Hi whose cost is at most 2/ζ ·
x(L) = O(1/
√
k) · x(L). This completes the proof by showing point (ii) of Lemma 17.
D Derandomized Rewirings
In this section, we show that the randomized part of our approach can be completely derandomized. More
precisely, we will sketch a proof of the following variant of Lemma 15:
Lemma 23. There exists a deterministic approximation algorithm for O(1)-wide TAP instances with ap-
proximation guarantee 2(
√
3− 1) < 1.465.
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We stress that we choose to sketch the derandomization of the slightly weaker (in terms of approximation
ratio) Lemma 15 for the sake of simplicity. Nonetheless, the derandomization of Theorem 1 works in an
almost identical way.
Let us review our rounding procedure. Clearly, the only randomized part is the algorithm in Lemma 12.
In particular, given a TAP instance (T = (V,E), L) where T is a k-wide tree, and a k-wide-LP solution
(x, λ), this algorithm samples a local solution LRi for each principal subtree Ti and each R ∈ Λi with
probability λRi . Let Li be the random set of links we sample for principal subtree Ti, let Ai be the random
set of active nodes (i.e., a node in some Ti that is an endpoint of a cross-link in Li), and let A be the random
variable ∪i∈[q]Ai. Note that Ai is completely determined by Li. The key idea behind our derandomization
is the following: since Li has a domain whose size is polynomial in |V |, we can apply the method of
Conditional Expectations in order to fix a local solution for each principal subtree deterministically.
More precisely, we begin by fixing a matchingM according to Lemma 13; remember that this matching
is selected deterministically. Then, our rounding algorithm returns a tree augmentation whose size is at most
E
[
q∑
i=1
|Li| −
∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣
]
.
Clearly, we can always compute E[|Li|]. Crucially, we observe that Li is independent of Lj for any prin-
cipal subtrees Ti and Tj (and hence the same is true for A
i and Aj). This implies that we can compute
E
[∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣], since we know Pr[u ∈ Ai, v ∈ Aj ] for any principal subtrees Ti, Tj and any vertices u, v
in them respectively. Furthermore, since the domain size of any Li is polynomial for any principal subtree
Ti, we can enumerate over its domain. In particular, we can condition on L1 = L
R1
1 , where
R1 = argminR∈Λ1 E

∑
i∈[q]
|Li| −
∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣L1 = LR11

 .
By applying this reasoning inductively, we can condition on random variable L2, L3 etc., until we find some
Rj = argminR∈Λj E

∑
i∈[q]
|Li| −
∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣L1 = LR11 , . . . , Lj−1 = L
Rj−1
j−1

 ,
for all j ∈ [q]. Since the expected cost does not increase as we condition on a variable, we found a point in
the sample space of variables Li, for all i ∈ [q], whose cost is at most the cost of
E

∑
i∈[q]
|Li| −
∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣

 .
By Lemmas 12 and 13 we thus obtain
E

∑
i∈[q]
|Li| −
∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣

 ≤ x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross)− x2(Lcritcross)|Vcrit| ,
which is the same relation obtained for the randomized procedure, and thus the analysis in Lemma 15 applies,
which immediately implies Lemma 23.
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E A Refined Approximation Factor
In order to establish a stronger approximation guarantee than that of Lemma 15, we first provide a strength-
ening of Lemma 13, described by the lemma below. Its proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 13,
except for a more careful application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
Lemma 24. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, let x ∈ RE≥0 such that for any v ∈ V we have
x(δ(v)) ≤ 1, and let A be a random subset of V with a distribution that satisfies:
(i) Pr[v ∈ A] = x(δ(v)) ∀v ∈ V , and
(ii) Pr[v ∈ A and u ∈ A] = Pr[u ∈ A] · Pr[v ∈ A] ∀{u, v} ∈ E.
Moreover, let z ∈ RE≥0 by a vertex of the polytope Q =
{
y ∈ RE≥0
∣∣ y(δ(v)) = x(δ(v)) ∀v ∈ V }. Then,
• | supp(z)| ≤ |V | , and
• there exists a matchingM ⊆ E in G such that
E
[∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣] ≥∑
e∈E
z2e ≥
(
∑
e∈E1 ze)
2
|E1| +
(
∑
e∈E2 ze)
2
|E2| ,
for any E1, E2 ⊆ supp(z) with E1 ∩ E2 = ∅.
Proof. Clearly, x ∈ Q. Moreover, for any vertex z of Q we indeed have | supp(z)| ≤ |V |. This fol-
lows through the following standard sparsity argument: Any vertex z of Q is defined by |E|-many lin-
early independent and tight constraints; however, Q has only |V | constraints that are not nonnegativity con-
straints, and therefore, at least |E| − |V | of the nonnegativity constraints must be tight at z, which implies
| supp(z)| ≤ |V |.
We let the matching M ⊆ E be a matching obtained by the greedy algorithm for maximum weight
matchings with respect to the weights z. More formally, we order the edges E = {e1, . . . , em} such that
z(e1) ≥ . . . ≥ z(em). We start with M = ∅ and go through the edges in the order e1, . . . , em. When
considering ei, we setM = M ∪ {ei} ifM ∪ {ei} is a matching.
We have the following (which holds for any matchingM ):
E
[∣∣M ∩ (A2 )∣∣] = ∑
{u,v}∈M
x(δ(u)) · x(δ(v)) =
∑
{u,v}∈M
z(δ(u)) · z(δ(v)) , (22)
which is an immediate consequence of property (i) and (ii), and of z ∈ Q. Next, we show that the following
holds: ∑
{u,v}∈M
z(δ(u)) · z(δ(v)) ≥
∑
e∈E
z(e)2 . (23)
Note that expanding the left-hand side of (23) by using z(δ(u)) =
∑
e∈δ(u) z(e) and z(δ(v)) =
∑
e∈δ(v) z(e),
leads to a sum of terms of the form z(e) · z(f) for some pairs e, f ∈ E. For any e = {u, v} ∈ M , the
left-hand side of (23) has a term of the form z(e)2, due to the term z(δ(u)) · z(δ(v)). Now consider any
non-matching edge e = {u, v} ∈ E \M . Because e is a non-matching edge, and we constructed M by the
greedy algorithm, there is at least one endpoint of e, say u, such that there is an edge f ∈ M incident with
u that satisfies z(f) ≥ z(e). This implies that z(δ(u)) · z(δ(v)) contains a term z(f) · z(e) ≥ z(e)2. Hence,
for each e ∈ E, we identified a term on the left-hand side of (23) of value at least z(e)2; moreover, all such
terms on the left-hand side are different, which implies (23).
The statement of the lemma now follows by combining (22) and (23) with the following inequality,
which is valid for any E1, E2 ⊆ supp(z) such that E1 ∩ E2 = ∅, and follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality: ∑
e∈E
z(e)2 ≥
∑
e∈E1
z(e)2 +
∑
e∈E2
z(e)2 ≥ z(E1)
2
|E1| +
z(E2)
2
|E2| .
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Given the above lemma, we are now ready to prove the randomized version of Theorem 1:
Proof of Theorem 1. Given a k-wide TAP instance (T,L) with k = O(1), and a solution (x, λ) to the
k-wide-LP, by Lemma 12 we can randomly round (x, λ) to a solution B such that
E[|B|] ≤ x(Lin) + 2x(Lcross)− EA
[
η
(
A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
))]
, (24)
where A fulfills the conditions of Lemma 12.
We apply Lemma 24 to the graph H = (Vcrit, L
crit
cross) and the restriction of x to L
crit
cross, where, as usual,
A ⊆ Vcrit will be the random set of active nodes. To apply Lemma 24, we define z ∈ RL
crit
cross
≥0 to be any vertex
of the polytope
Q :=
{
y ∈ RLcritcross≥0
∣∣∣ y(δH(v)) = x(δH(v)) ∀v ∈ Vcrit} .
Lemma 24 then implies that
| supp(z)| ≤ |Vcrit| , (25)
and the expected size of a maximum cardinality matching in (A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
) is lower bounded by
EA
[
η(A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
)
] ≥ z(E1)2|E1| +
z(E2)
2
|E2| ,
for any E1, E2 ⊆ supp(z) with E1 ∩ E2 = ∅.
Let L2l be the links in L
crit
cross ∩ supp(z) whose endpoints are both leaves, and L0/1l be the remaining
links in Lcritcross ∩ supp(z). In what follows, we set E1 = L0/1l and E2 = L2l, and will use inequality (26)
for these two sets, thus leading to
EA
[
η(A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
)
] ≥ z(L2l)2|L2l| +
z(L0/1l)
2
|L0/1l|
. (26)
Moreover, because z is a vertex of Q, we have
|L2l| ≤ K , (27)
where K is the number of leaves of T . This follows by the fact that, except for nonnegativity constraints,
there are only K constraints in Q that involve links with both endpoints being leaves.
Consider z′ ∈ RL defined by
z′ℓ =
{
zℓ for ℓ ∈ Lcritcross ,
xℓ otherwise .
Observe that z′ ∈ ΠT . We define φ ∈ [0, 1] so that z′(L0/1l) = φ · z′(Lcritcross) = φ · x(Lcritcross). (Hence
z′(L2l) = (1− φ) · z′(Lcritcross) = (1− φ) · x(Lcritcross).)
We proceed by deriving an upper bound for E[|B|]/OPT∗, where OPT∗ = x(L) = z′(L) is the optimal
value of the k-wide-LP, as usual. Notice that |Vcrit| < 2K , which readily follows from the fact that the
average degree of T must be strictly below 2, because T is a tree. Moreover, we must have∑
ℓ∈L:v∈ℓ
z′ℓ ≥ 1 for each leaf node v ∈ V
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for the edge incident with v to be covered by the LP solution z′ ∈ ΠT . Each link can contribute to at most
two of the sums above, for two different leaf nodes, and the links in Lup ∪ Lno-critcross ∪ L0/1l to at most one of
these sums. Thus we can conclude that
2z′(Lcross) + 2z′(Lin)− z′(Lup)− z′(Lno-critcross )− z′(L0/1l) ≥ K ≥ |Vcrit|/2 . (28)
Let αin = x(Lin)/OPT∗ = z
′(Lin)/OPT∗ be the fraction of OPT∗ that corresponds to links in Lin. We define
analogously αup, αcross, α
crit
cross, α
no-crit
cross , α2l, and α0/1l. By Lemma 13, the expected size of the maximum
cardinality matching in (A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
) satisfies
EA
[
η(A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
)
] ≥ x(Lcritcross)2|Vcrit| =
z′(Lcritcross)2
|Vcrit| ≥
(αcritcross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross − 2α0/1l
· OPT∗ , (29)
where the last inequality above follows from (28). Combining (24) and (29), we conclude that
E[|B|]
OPT∗
≤ αin + 2αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross − 2α0/1l
= 1 + αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross − 2φαcritcross
.
(30)
Observe that |L2l| + |L0/1l| = | supp(z)| ≤ |Vcrit| ≤ 2K , where the first inequality follows from 25.
For simplicity, we define q := K − |L2l|, and notice that q ≥ 0 due to (27). Hence, |L2l| = K + q and
|L0/1l| ≤ 2K − |L2l| = K + q. We thus obtain by (26)
EA
[
η(A,Lcritcross ∩
(
A
2
)
)
] ≥ z′(L2l)2
K − q +
z′(L0/1l)2
K + q
=
((1− φ)z′(Lcritcross))2
K − q +
(φz′(Lcritcross))2
K + q
. (31)
For φ ≤ 0.5, the right-hand side of (31) is growing in q, hence the worst matching size cost is achieved
for q = 0 in this case, and is at least
1
K
· (((1 − φ)z′(Lcritcross))2 + (φz′(Lcritcross))2) ,
which implies together with (24) the following inequality for any φ ≤ 0.5:
E[|B|]
OPT∗
≤ 1 + αcross − ((1 − φ)α
crit
cross)
2 + (φαcritcross)
2
2− αup − αno-critcross − φαcritcross
. (32)
Finally, from Corollary 6 we know that we can round x to a solution A such that
|A|
OPT∗
≤ 2αin − αup + αcross = 2− αcross − αup , (33)
where the equality follows from αcross + αin = 1.
Overall, from (33), (30), and (32), we get that if φ ≤ 0.5, the approximation ratio is at most
1 + min
{
1− αcross − αup,
αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross − 2φαcritcross
,
αcross − ((1− φ)α
crit
cross)
2 + (φαcritcross)
2
2− αup − αno-critcross − φαcritcross
}
, (34)
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and if φ ≥ 0.5 it is at most
1 + min
{
1− αcross − αup,
αcross − (α
crit
cross)
2
4− 2αup − 2αno-critcross − 2φαcritcross
}
. (35)
First, observe that all terms inside the minima in (34) and (35) are non-increasing in αup and α
no-crit
cross . There-
fore, the maxima of both (34) and (35) over all values αcross, αup, α
no-crit
cross , α
crit
cross ∈ [0, 1] have αup = αno-critcross =
0. Hence, we focus on finding the maxima of (34) and (35) for αup = α
no-crit
cross = 0. Furthermore, if φ ≥ 0.5,
then (35) is non-increasing in φ, which means we can also assume φ ≤ 0.5.
Therefore, we conclude the ratio is at most
1 + min
αcross∈[0,1],φ∈[0,1/2]
{
1− αcross,
αcross − (αcross)
2
4− 2φαcross ,
αcross − ((1− φ)αcross)
2 + (φαcross)
2
2− φαcross
}
.
Finally, observe that in this range, the third term is always dominated by the second one because 1 −
2φ+ 2φ2 ≥ 0.5. Therefore, the approximation ratio is at most
1 + min
αcross∈[0,1],φ∈[0,1/2]
{
1− αcross,
αcross − ((1− φ)αcross)
2 + (φαcross)
2
2− φαcross
}
.
We finish the proof by showing that the maximum ratio attainable under these constraints is
√
34/4 < 1.458.
Let f1(x, y) := 1 − x, f2(x, y) := x − x2 · 1−2y+2y
2
2−xy , and f(x, y) := min{f1(x, y), f2(x, y)}. In the
sequel, we will only consider (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 12 ], since our goal is to find
max
(x,y)∈[0,1]×[0, 1
2
]
f(x, y) .
Let D = [0, 1] × [0, 12 ]. Consider any maximizer (x∗, y∗) of f over D. We will show that (x∗, y∗)
satisfies f1(x
∗, y∗) = f2(x∗, y∗).
To this end, observe that if f1(x
∗, y∗) < f2(x∗, y∗), then (x∗, y∗) is a local maximizer of f1. This
directly implies that x∗ = 0, which holds for any local maximizer of f1 in D. However, f1(0, y) = 1 >
f2(0, y) for any y ∈ [0, 12 ], which is a contradiction.
Conversely, consider the case f1(x
∗, y∗) > f2(x∗, y∗). First of all, observe that
∂
∂x
f2(x, y) = 1− (1− 2y + 2y2) · 2x(2 − xy) + yx
2
(2− xy)2 .
Now, observe that f(x∗, y∗) ≥ f2(12 , 12) ≥ 0.4. Since f1(x∗, y∗) > f2(x∗, y∗) ≥ 0.4, it follows that
x∗ ≤ 0.6. Furthermore, for x ≤ 0.6, we have
∂
∂x
f2(x, y) = 1− (1− 2y + 2y2) · 4x− x
2y
(2− xy)2 ≥ 1−
12
5 − 925y
1.72
≥ 1−
12
5
1.72
> 0 .
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Hence, f2(x, y) is strictly increasing in x for x ≤ 0.6, which implies x∗ ≥ 0.6. Moreover, because
∂
∂xf2(x, y) and f1(x, y) are continuous, we even get x
∗ > 0.6. However, this contradicts x∗ ≤ 0.6. There-
fore, we conclude that for any maximizer (x∗, y∗) of f , f1(x∗, y∗) = f2(x∗, y∗).
Now, we wish to solve f1(x, y) = f2(x, y) for x. We have:
1− x = x− x2 · 1− 2y + 2y
2
2− xy ,
which implies
0 = x2(1 + 2y2)− x(4 + y) + 2 ,
and thus leads to
x =
4 + y ±√(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2)
2(1 + 2y2)
.
Since x ∈ [0, 1], we need to pick
x =
4 + y −√(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2)
2(1 + 2y2)
. (36)
Finally, we want to maximize f1(x, y) = f2(x, y) = 1− x, which is equal to the following:
1− 4 + y −
√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2)
2(1 + 2y2)
=1− 1
2(1 + 2y2)
(4 + y)2 −
(√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2)
)2
4 + y +
√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2)
=1− 8(1 + 2y
2)
2(1 + 2y2)(4 + y +
√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2))
=1− 4
4 + y +
√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2) .
Equivalently, we want to maximize h(y) := 4 + y +
√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2). We have
∂
∂y
h(y) = 1 +
1
2
8− 30y√
(4 + y)2 − 8(1 + 2y2) .
Setting ∂∂yh(y) to 0, we finally obtain
30y2 − 16y + 1 = 0 ,
and thus
y =
1
30
·
(
8±
√
34
)
.
One can conclude that the value of y must be set to y = (8 +
√
34)/30, because by setting ∂∂yh(y) to 0, we
equated 8 − 30y (which is negative for y = (8−√34)/30) to a square root of a positive real number. By
checking that h(0) and h(1) are smaller than h((8 +
√
34)/30), we determine that h(y) is indeed maximized
for y∗ = (8 +
√
34)/30. By determining x∗ from y∗ through (36), we obtain x∗ = 2− √34/4, and the resulting
approximation guarantee is therefore
1 + f(x∗, y∗) = 1 + f1(x∗, y∗) = 2− x∗ =
√
34
4
< 1.458 ,
as desired.
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F Extension to Weighted TAP
In this section, we show how our techniques can be extended to weighted TAP instances (T,L, c), where
c ∈ RL>0 are the link costs, if the ratio cmax/cmin between the maximum cost and minimum cost is bounded
by some constant ∆ ≥ 1. More precisely, we show that one can beat the factor 1.5 in this setting, by a
constant that depends on ∆. To do so, we establish the following analogues of Theorems 3 and 4 for this
setting:
Theorem 25. Let k,∆ ∈ Z≥1, α ≥ 1, and A be an algorithm that is an α-approximation for weighted
TAP on k∆-wide instances with cmax/cmin ≤ ∆. Then there is an (α+O(1/√k))-approximation algorithm
for weighted TAP with cmax/cmin ≤ ∆, making a polynomial number of calls to A and performing further
operations that take time polynomially bounded in the input size and ∆. This reduction also works for
randomized algorithms, where the approximation guarantees hold in expectation.
Theorem 26. Let k,∆ ∈ Z≥1. There exists an approximation algorithm for k∆-wide weighted TAP in-
stances (T = (V,E), L, c) with cmax/cmin ≤ ∆, whose running time is polynomial in |V |k∆, and whose
approximation guarantee is 32 − g(∆), for some positive function g : [1,∞) → R>0 that tends to 0 as ∆
tends to infinity.
For the sake of simplicity, and since the proofs of the above results bear strong similarities with their
respective proofs in the unweighted setting, we will try to sketch their proofs by stressing the points where
our approach for the weighted case diverges from our approach in the unweighted one. A key point we
want to highlight is that the decomposition behind Theorem 25 produces k∆-wide trees, but still both the
decomposition and the rounding algorithm run in polynomial time, since ∆ is a constant. Concerning the
approximation guarantee we achieve, we remark that, in the interest of clarity, we make no effort to obtain
the best possible function g(∆), and instead focus on showing that some strictly positive function g(∆)
exists as described in Theorem 25, which is all we need to obtain that, if cmax/cmin is a constant, then we
can improve upon the 3/2-approximation factor.
Let us begin with establishing Theorem 25. From the discussion in Section B, and from inspecting the
proofs of Lemma 18 and Theorem 3, it follows that we only need to extend Lemma 17 to the weighted
setting with bound ∆ on the ratio between highest link cost and lowest link cost. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that cmin = 1, by scaling the link costs. This implies cmax ≤ ∆. We sketch the proof of a
variant of Lemma 17, tailored for the bounded-weights case:
Lemma 27. Let k ∈ Z≥1, let (T,L, c) be a weighted TAP instance on a tree T = (V,E) with cℓ ∈ [1,∆]
for all ℓ ∈ L, and let x ∈ PG. Then one can efficiently partition G into subtrees Gi = (Vi, Ei) for i ∈ [q]
and find Hi ⊆ Ei for i ∈ [q] such that:
(i) For i ∈ [q], Gi/Hi is k∆-wide.
(ii) One can efficiently obtain a link setM ⊆ L with c(M) = O(1/√k)∑ℓ∈L cℓxℓ covering ∪qi=1Hi.
(iii)
∑q
i=1
∑
ℓ∈cov(Ei) cℓxℓ = (1 +O(1/
√
k)) ·∑ℓ∈L cℓxℓ.
Proof-sketch of Lemma 27. We observe that, by modifying the definition of γ-light edges (Definition 19) to
be any edge e = {u, v} such that
∑
l∈cov(e)
cℓxℓ ≤ γ ·min


∑
ℓ∈cov(E(e,u))\cov(e)
cℓxℓ,
∑
ℓ∈cov(E(e,v))\cov(e)
cℓxℓ

 ,
then, by applying the decomposition process of Section C and following the proof of Lemma 17, point (iii)
follows immediately. Point (ii) will follow simply from our choice of the constant ζ with respect to the
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definition of ζ-heavy edges. Finally, for point (i), it suffices to observe that∑
ℓ∈cov(e)
cℓxℓ ≤ ∆x(cov(e)) ∀e = {u, v} ∈ E ,
which implies in particular that for any edge e that is not ζ-heavy,∑
ℓ∈cov(e)
cℓxℓ ≤ ∆ζ .
Finally, observe that for any edge e that is adjacent to a leaf we have∑
ℓ∈cov(e)
cℓxℓ ≥ 1 .
Following the proof of Lemma 17 using these updated bounds then establishes points (ii) and (i).
With the previous result at hand, our approach to approximating weighted TAP with bounded cost ratio
on k∆-wide trees is very similar to our approach for the unweighted case. Ideally, we would like to use
the weighted version of the k∆-wide-LP, and apply exactly the same rounding algorithm as the one we
presented in Section 2.2: either round using the {0, 1/2}-Chva´tal-Gomory cuts, or sample a solution for
each principal subtree and apply rewiring. The rounding based on Chva´tal-Gomory cuts does not require
unweighted instances. The only additional technical problem appears in the rewiring step for the latter
rounding procedure. More precisely, rewiring as introduced previously may actually increase costs, because
it is oblivious to link costs. In particular, the rewiring process may rewire two links into one link of larger
total cost; notice that this will never happen in the unweighted setting, and this fact is crucial in proving that
rewiring works for that case.
In order to remedy this situation, we conduct the rewiring process in a way that guarantees that every
time we rewire a pair of links into a single link, we decrease the cost of our rounded solution by some
significant factor. Towards this goal, we will split the cross-links into weight groups, where the costs of
links in the same group differ only by a small constant factor. Then, instead of applying the rewiring process
to all the cross-links, we will apply it independently to each weight group. While this modification will
decrease the number of rewirings we will be able to perform, it will ensure that replacing two links by one
decreases the cost of our solution. For our argument to be complete, we will only need to ensure that there
exists at least one group such that the links it contains represent a significant fraction of the LP cost. We will
show that this is true as long as the max-to-min cost ratio is a constant, which will imply that it suffices to
create only a constant number of groups, and therefore at least one of those groups will contain a constant
fraction of the cross-link weights in our LP solution.
Let us now establish Theorem 26:
Proof-sketch of Theorem 26. Let (T,L, c) be a weighted TAP instance, where T is a k∆-wide tree and
cℓ ∈ [1,∆] for any ℓ ∈ L. Moreover, let (x, λ) by an optimal solution to the weighted version of the
corresponding k∆-wide-LP, whose cost will be denoted by OPT∗ :=
∑
ℓ∈L cℓxℓ.
We start by discussing the rounding procedure based on Chva´tal-Gomory cuts, as introduced by Fiorini
et al. [9]. We first remark that Corollary 6 extends to the weighted setting—and was indeed used in this
setting in [9]—which readily follows from Theorem 5. Hence, we know that we can round x to a solution
A with approximation guarantee
1
OPT
∗ ·
∑
ℓ∈A
cℓxℓ ≤ 1
OPT
∗ ·

2 · ∑
ℓ∈Lin
cℓxℓ −
∑
ℓ∈Lup
cℓxℓ +
∑
ℓ∈Lcross
cℓxℓ


= 2αin − αup + αcross
= 2− αcross − αup ,
(37)
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where the second equality follows from αcross + αin = 1.
We now discuss our (slightly adapted) rounding procedure based on rewirings. To this end, we partition
Lcritcross into p = ⌈log1.5∆⌉ groups {G1, . . . , Gp}, such that for any h ∈ [p] and any ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ Gh, we have
cℓ ≤ 32cℓ′ . Let
j = argmaxh∈[p] x(Gh) ,
which implies
x(Gj) ≥ 1
p
p∑
h=1
x(Gh) =
1
p
x(Lcritcross) . (38)
We perform our rounding step as in the unweighted case, with the only difference being that we apply the
rewiring procedure separately to each link set Gh for h ∈ [p]. First, observe that rewiring will always
decrease the cost of the rounded solution, because for any two links ℓ, ℓ′ in the same group Gh, if we replace
ℓ and ℓ′ with a new link ℓ∗ ∈ Gh, the change in cost is
c(ℓ∗)− c(ℓ)− c(ℓ′) ≤ c(ℓ∗)− 4
3
c(ℓ∗) = −1
3
c(ℓ∗) ≤ −1
3
, (39)
where we used that both links ℓ and ℓ′ have cost at least 23c(ℓ
∗), because they are in the same group Gh as
ℓ∗; moreover, the last inequality follows from the fact that all link costs are within [1,∆]. Hence, for each
pair of links that gets rewired, the cost decreases by at least 1/3.
For simplicity of exposition, we analyze in the sequel only the cost gain we get through rewiring in the
group Gj . This is enough to prove Theorem 26. As before, we sample a local solution Li for each principal
subtree Ti and compute a maximum matching M among active vertices, which is then used for rewiring in
Gj . We highlight that, because we only consider links in Gj , active vertices are critical vertices that are
adjacent to a link in Gj , and not just any link in L
crit
cross. By the discussion in Section 2.2, it follows that we
get a solution B with the following guarantee—analogous to (3)—when applying our rounding approach
based on rewiring. ∑
ℓ∈B
cℓ ≤
q∑
i=1
c(Li)− 1
3
|M | ,
where we used the fact that any rewiring step gains at least 1/3 in terms of costs due to (39), and there is one
rewiring step for each edge in the matchingM . We thus get
E
[∑
ℓ∈B
cℓ
]
≤
∑
ℓ∈Lin
cℓxℓ + 2
∑
ℓ∈Lcross
cℓxℓ − 1
3
EA
[
η
(
A,Gj ∩
(
A
2
))]
, (40)
where the set of active vertices A fulfills the distributional properties described by (4). Hence, we can apply
Lemma 13 to obtain
EA
[
η
(
A,Gj ∩
(
A
2
))] ≥ x(Gj)2|Vcrit| ,
which, combined with (40), leads to the following expected approximation guarantee for B:
1
OPT
∗ · E
[∑
ℓ∈B
cℓ
]
≤ αin + 2αcross − x(Gj)
2
3|Vcrit|OPT∗
= 1 + αcross − x(Gj)
2
3|Vcrit|OPT∗
≤ 1 + αcross − x(L
crit
cross)
2
3p2|Vcrit|OPT∗ ,
(41)
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where the last inequality follows from (38). As in the unweighted case, we can bound the number of critical
vertices as follows (see (9)).
2x(Lcross) + 2x(Lin)− x(Lup)− x(Lno-critcross ) = 2x(L)− x(Lup)− x(Lno-critcross ) ≥ K >
|Vcrit|
2
. (42)
Together with (41), we thus obtain
1
OPT
∗ · E
[∑
ℓ∈B
cℓ
]
≤ 1 + αcross − 1
6p2
·
(
x(Lcritcross)
OPT
∗
)2
2x(L)−x(Lup)−x(Lno-critcross )
OPT
∗
. (43)
To further expand (43), we first observe that
x(Lup) ≥ x(Lno-critcross ) , (44)
which follows by Lemma 14, whose proof does not rely on links having unit costs. (Only the second
implication of the lemma, i.e., αup ≥ αno-critcross , relies on links being unweighted.) Moreover, we have the
following relations stemming from the fact that all link costs are within [1,∆].
x(L)
OPT
∗ ≤ 1 , (45)
because every link has cost at least 1, and
x(Lcritcross)
OPT
∗ ≥
1
∆
αcritcross , (46)
x(Lno-critcross )
OPT
∗ ≥
1
∆
αno-critcross , (47)
because every link has cost at most∆. Using (44)–(47), we can further expand the (expected) approximation
guarantee of B given by (43) as follows.
1
OPT
∗ · E
[∑
ℓ∈B
cℓ
]
≤ 1 + αcross − 1
12p2∆2
· (α
crit
cross)
2
1− 1∆αno-critcross
≤ 1 + αcross − 1
12p2∆2
· (αcritcross)2
= 1 + αcross − 1
12p2∆2
(
αcross − αno-critcross
)2
,
where the last equality follows from αcross = α
crit
cross + α
no-crit
cross . Hence, the (expected) approximation factor
obtained by returning the better solution of A and B is, by the above inequality and (37), upper bounded by
1 + min
{
1− αcross − 1
∆
αno-critcross , αcross −
1
12p2∆2
(
αcross − αno-critcross
)2}
, (48)
where we used αup ≥ αno-critcross /∆ to further expand the guarantee given by (37), which follows from (44) and
the fact that link costs are within [1,∆].
One way to provide an upper bound for the approximation guarantee described by (48), is to analyze the
two cases αno-critcross ≤ 12αcross and αno-critcross > 12αcross separately. More precisely, if 0 ≤ αno-critcross ≤ 12αcross, then
we can upper bound (48) by
1 + min
{
1− αcross, αcross
(
1− αcross
48p2∆2
)}
. (49)
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Similarly, if 12αcross < α
no-crit
cross ≤ 1, then (48) can be upper bounded by
1 + min
{
1− αcross
(
1 +
1
2∆
)
, αcross
}
. (50)
Finally, the maximum value that (49) achieves over αcross ∈ [0, 1] is given by
2− 4p∆
(
12p∆−
√
144p2∆2 − 3
)
, (51)
and one can show that this is strictly larger than the maximum value of (50) over αcross ∈ [0, 1], for any
values of p,∆ ≥ 1. Hence, (51) is an upper bound on the approximation guarantee of the algorithm. Finally,
the result follows by observing that the function f(β) := 2−4β
(
12β −
√
144β2 − 3
)
is strictly increasing
for β ≥ 1 and satisfies limβ→∞ f(β) = 1.5.
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